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Pauline Hanson’s comments in parliament on the so-called ‘race issue’ have been
divisive. She has referred to ‘the privileges that Aboriginals enjoy over other
Australians’ and has been critical of the so-called ‘guilt’ or ‘Aboriginal Industry’
putatively generated and defended by ‘the fat cats, bureaucrats and do gooders’
who are said to feed off it.1 Ms Hanson has spoken, often inaccurately but with
legal impunity, giving rise to a number of questions about the rights, duties and special
privileges of parliamentarians especially where the issues of recognition and
reconciliation are concerned.
In the Westminster tradition parliamentarians enjoy enormous speech freedoms.
These freedoms affirm the sovereignty of parliament, facilitate the cut and thrust of
parliamentary politics and perhaps most importantly, ensure that the truth will out.
It is imperative that our parliamentarians are able to speak candidly without fear of
the consequences.2
While I wish to affirm the sovereignty of parliament and its right to police its own
breaches of privilege I argue here, not only that parliamentarians in general have a
stronger obligation than private citizens to speak truthfully and justly, but that Australian
parliamentarians have a special obligation to speak carefully and thoughtfully when
referring to any issue affecting the original inhabitants of this nation.
Freedom of speech and expression is, of course, one of the most important themes
in liberalism. For Justice Michael Kirby ‘individual self-expression’ is a ‘vital attribute’
of a free society’ and is just as important as ‘the protection of life itself’. The
capacity to criticise the government, he adds, ‘is a vital protection against tyranny’.3
That freedom of speech is a precondition of representative democracies was recently
validated by the Australian High Court decisions which found in the constitution an
implied right to freedom of political communication. The court found that since
Australia is an (effective) representative democracy, guarantees of freedom of
communication or discussion could justifiably be implied as a necessary condition of
the practice of representative democracy. 4
But even the most vehement defender of free speech admits that there is no
such thing as an absolute right of speech. As the late Justice Lionel Murphy noted:
‘free speech is only what is left over after due weight has been accorded to the
laws relating to defamation, blasphemy, copyright, sedition, obscenity, use of insulting
words, official secrecy, contempt of court and parliament, incitement and censorship’.5
Every Australian is, therefore, restrained in her/his speech by these various conditions.
All of us, that is, except for parliamentary representatives speaking from within the
hermetic environment of the parliamentary chamber. Notwithstanding the fairly
modest constraints imposed by standing orders and the informal bridle of party
discipline, parliamentarians may more or less say what they like, protected as they
are by section 49 of the constitution against questioning or impeachment ‘in any
court or tribunal’ outside of parliament’.6
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Libertarians, while they may not always like what Pauline Hanson has to say,
argue strongly for her right to speak as she does. Free-speechers often say that
race hate speech is a legitimate aspect of public debate.7 The freedom to say
‘nasty, vicious, wrongheaded, and downright evil’ things is regarded as essential for
the functioning of a vital democracy. 8 Some regard controls on racist speech as a
form of ‘mind control’ — a popular mainstay here is, of course, the inevitable
slippery slope type of argument which runs along the lines: ‘once you suppress one
form of speech, the way is certainly open to suppress others. Where would it
end?’.9 Others suggest that government suppression of hate speech deprives members
of the group subject to race-hate ‘important, if distressing knowledge’.10 It has even
been suggested that ‘offensive graffiti and race hatred are often the only means of
self expression of some sections of the community’.11
Perhaps the best known liberal defender of the importance of free speech is
John Stuart Mill, and it is to his views on the subject that free speechers invariably
reference when defending their ‘right’ to speak. Mill was a passionate advocate of
free expression because he regarded it as an essential precondition of the achievement
of human happiness and ‘the mental well-being of mankind’. He provides a number
of persuasive arguments against the suppression of speech. Firstly, the suppressed
opinion may be true and ‘to deny this would be to assume our own infallibility’.
Secondly, even if the ‘received opinion’ is true, it will only be a ‘living truth’ rather
than ‘a dead dogma’ if it is ‘fully, frequently, and fearlessly discussed’.12 Thirdly, it
is generally the case that ‘conflicting doctrines ... share the truth between them’; a
lively dialectic between competing points of view is necessary to, and constitutive
of, intellectual progress.13 Mill even tells us that the suppression of an opinion we
know to be true is an ‘evil’.14 On this basis, the right of Pauline Hanson and other
public figures to denigrate and disseminate misinformation about indigenous
Australians would seem to be permissible. But it will be shown that there is a
conflict between Mill’s defence of free of speech and his views on representative
government, in particular his preference for the ‘trustee’ over the ‘delegate’ form
of parliamentary representation.
For a liberal like Mill, the only grounds for limiting speech are to prove that it
causes ‘harm’ to the interests of others. Part of the difficulty about speech is that
it is impossible to show with certainty that a particular speech act actually caused
harm. Civil libertarians are generally loathe to acknowledge the harm of speech.
Andrew Norton argues, for example, that ‘[t]here is little evidence to suggest that
racist propaganda is a significant source of racist views, rather than a reflection and
reinforcement of pre-existing prejudices’,15 while Carl Cohen asserts that although
‘[w]ords can hurt ... there is a great difference between verbal hurts and physical
blows’.16 Tony Katsigiannis says, quite accurately, that ‘[w]hatever one may think
of the nexus between speech and action, there has never been any conclusive proof
of a causal connection between the two’.17 Even those who acknowledge the harm
of speech deny that it outweighs the harm of suppressing it.18 One way of getting
around the speech/action nexus is to argue that racist speech is itself harm, rather
than a cause of harm. As Solomon and Tatz suggest: ‘Sticks and stones do break
bones and words not only hurt, but maim and kill. It is nonsense to argue verbs and
adjectives are of no moment, unworthy of criminal prohibition. Words have power.
Words influence actions. They create reality’.19 In the case under consideration
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here, they represent a significant obstacle to the process of recognition and
reconciliation.
Speech which impugns the dignity of any racial group undoubtedly ‘inflict[s]
severe emotional distress and makes minority members of a society more susceptible
to overt acts of discrimination and hatred’.20 We know intuitively, yet cannot prove
absolutely, that racist speech damages the social and civil standing of its targets.
Damage to reputation leads, of course, to economic loss, as even the most stalwart
defenders of free speech will admit.21 And we all know that when the reputation of
any group or person is consistently denigrated and impugned their speech inevitably
becomes less valued.
Therefore, although it cannot be proved, our intuition is that Hansonite speech
either causes harm or constitutes harm. For example it is reported that ‘Asian
community leaders believe Pauline Hanson’s immigration stance has led to a rising
tide of racial abuse’, with a lawyer representing a recently vilified woman remarking:
‘“Ms Hanson’s comments had given racists a “license to vilify” other people on the
grounds of race’.22 The NSW Anti-Discrimination Board has reported a ‘one-third
rise in the number of complaints’ which its president, Chris Puplick, attributes to a
Hanson-led ‘souring of tolerance’ in the nation. 23 Even the Howard government
has tacitly admitted the harm of Hansonite speech by setting up a task force to
counter its effects in Asia. Significantly, no such counteractive was initiated
domestically underlining that the harm it sought to ameliorate related to the adverse
effects of Hanson’s speech on foreign trade.24
What would Mill say to all of this? What would be his attitude to Hansonite
speech?
Mill does tell us that ‘[t]he case of a person who solicits another to do an act, is
not strictly a case of self-regarding conduct. To give advice or offer inducements to
any one, is a social act, and may, therefore ... be supposed amenable to social
control’. But he also makes the important point that: ‘Whatever is permitted to do,
it must be permitted to advise to do. The question is doubtful, only when the instigator
derives a personal benefit from his advice: when he makes it his occupation, for
subsistence or pecuniary gain, to promote what society and the state consider to be
an evil’.25 No one can doubt the sincerity of Ms Hanson’s belief in her own comments
and it would be difficult to prove that any advantage she gained would satisfy Mill’s
requirement here, though I believe she would come close since it could be argued
that she has made it her profession to agitate. But the issue of ‘whatever is permitted
to do, it must be permitted to advise to do’ is an ambiguous one because parliamentary
speech, immune from legal sanctions, may in fact incite to do what is by no means
permitted to do.
In a recent volume of the Journal of Applied Ethics Jenny Teichman examined
a case which concerned the philosopher Peter Singer. In 1989 Singer addressed
Austrian, Swiss and German conference audiences by defending the ethical
acceptability of euthanasia. Singer argued that: ‘No [human] infant, defective or
not, has as strong a claim to life as a person’. According to Teichman he claimed
that it is morally defensible ‘to kill seriously defective infants’ and in some
circumstances, normal ones. His arguments were met with noisy protests and
audiences who demanded that he ‘shut up’.26 He was also prevented from speaking
in various professional and public fora.27 In a fierce paper war that erupted after
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the event Singer argued that the audiences had failed to recognise his right to freedom
of expression. 28
Teichman argues, convincingly I think, that no such right had been infringed. She
noted that ‘the right to free expression does not mean that we may say anything at
all, to anyone at all, anywhere at all’. People who are guests or visitors in a foreign
country have, she says ‘some obligation to be sensitive to local concerns’. Singer
was a guest in the protesters’ countries, and guests, she suggests, ‘have some
obligation to be tactful and circumspect’. Both Singer and the conference organisers
had, in her opinion, failed to take account of the fact that in Germany and Austria
the topic of euthanasia ‘has uniquely horrible historical associations’ and therefore
their actions constituted ‘a manifestation of gross insensitivity’. This seems to me
to be a reasonable, if not particularly philosophical, observation. Moreover I endorse
her equally sensible concluding remark that ‘insensitivity is not usually, perhaps not
ever, a necessary ingredient in the untrammelled search for philosophical truth’.29
Pauline Hanson seems to be in a similar position to that of Singer here. Ms
Hanson is, of course, an Australian citizen; Australia is not technically a foreign
country to her. Nevertheless, I think a case could be made that our special historical
relationship to indigenous Australians demands of her (or any Australian
parliamentarian) a particular degree of sensitivity whenever she ascends the special
platform of parliament to speak on matters which concern them. And although Ms
Hanson could not legally be described as a guest in this country, there is a sense in
which all non-indigenous Australians could be described as defacto guests. As
settlers and uninvited guests, non-indigenous Australians might well be under some
special obligation to demonstrate a special kind of respect or sensitivity to our
unwilling hosts here, the original inhabitants. Australia may be thought of as a
special case of denial (as opposed to acceptance as in the case of the Austrian
and German audiences) of our melancholy past. The surrogate for an insensitive
line on euthanasia in this case is Hanson’s insensitivity to the particular and long
standing problem Australian settlers have with the issue of recognition. Hanson
fails to take full account of the particular meaning her sentiments have for a nation
that still resists vigorously a complete and honest confrontation with its past, a
nation that continues to be formally recognised by Amnesty International as a
systematic violator of the rights of indigines;30 a nation that still affords its original
inhabitants third world health standards; where an official white Australia policy
was not technically dismantled until the seventies and where indigenous Australians
were not entitled to vote until the sixties. Australia has a prime minister who publicly
and openly declines to apologise for the tragedy of the stolen children and disparages
the practise of teaching Australian children an honest account of our nation’s history. 31
Australia is a place where a former prime minister feels ‘comfortable’ enough to
mount a public platform and explain that land rights are a bad idea for people ‘who
had never invented tools — not even a wheel’.32 It is now a widespread assumption
that the next federal election will be based on ‘the race issue’,33 a chilling portent
that Australia is set to supersede South Africa as the most infamous pariah nation of
the developed world. 34
John Howard’s reluctance to condemn Hanson suggests a strange and symbiotic
relationship between them, with Hanson’s uninhibited and unpolished political style
providing a convenient outlet for the repressed sentiments of the nation’s leader. 35
In the end our prime minister simply endorsed Hansonite sentiment by saying that it
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insulted Australians to be told they had ‘a racist and bigoted past’.36 He made it
clear that he wanted Australians to feel more ‘relaxed and comfortable’ about
themselves and their identity and that he took ‘a more optimistic view of our past
than some do’,37 thereby repudiating a view already officially sanctioned by our
nation’s previous leader. 38 He celebrated the fact ‘that people could now ‘talk
about certain things without living in fear of being branded as a bigot or a racist’,39
conceding that his views in some respects coincided with those of Hanson. 40 Senator
Herron followed suit. He defended the Howard government’s reluctance to formally
apologise for injustices associated with the stolen children by appealing to the principle
of majority rule and denying the importance of political and moral leadership: ‘If
you’re going to speak on behalf of the nation’, he said, ‘then the nation must support
it’.41
Howard’s attitude signalled a significant and depressing abrogation of the hard
won progress we had made towards the advancement of recognition and
reconciliation. When we compare his sentiments to those expressed by the former
Prime Minister Paul Keating at the celebrated Redfern Address we are put in mind
of an analysand who, after years of tortuous analysis, finally effects a profound
psychological breakthrough only to renounce it all in the following session.
Paul Keating had declared that Australia was on the verge of passing a difficult
‘test’, one it had for so long ‘failed’ in:
[I]n truth, we cannot confidently say that we have succeeded as we would like to
have succeeded if we have not managed to extend opportunity and care, dignity and
hope, to the indigenous people of Australia ... This is a fundamental test of our social
goals and our national will: our ability to say to ourselves and the rest of the world
that Australia is a first-rate social democracy, that we are what we should be—truly
the land of the fair go and the better chance. There is no more basic test of how
seriously we mean these things. It is a test of our self-knowledge. Of how well we
know the land we live in. How well we know our history. How well we recognise the
fact that, complex as our contemporary identity is, it cannot be separated from Aboriginal Australia. How well we know what Aboriginal Australians know about Australia ... [T]he starting point might be to recognise that the problem starts with us nonAboriginal Australians. It begins, I think, with that act of recognition. Recognition
that it was we who did the dispossessing. We took the traditional lands and smashed
the traditional way of life. We brought the diseases. The alcohol. We committed the
murders. We took the children from their mothers. We practised discrimination and
exclusion. It was our ignorance and our prejudice. And our failure to imagine these
things being done to us.42

Keating concluded on an optimistic, though unprophetic, note: ‘We cannot imagine’
he said, that ‘Aboriginal people today will be denied their place in the modern Australian
nation ... We cannot imagine that we will fail ... I am confident that we will succeed
in this decade’.43
Yet Australians are still struggling to establish an identity they feel they can live
with. 44 Of all the invaded territories in the developed world we are, arguably, the
nation which has experienced the greatest difficulty in facing up to our historical
identity. We seem particularly unable or unwilling to confront our status as invaders.
One reasonable explanation for this might be that many of us are descendents of
inadvertent invaders; the original convict population was dragged here kicking and
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screaming under less than auspicious circumstances. And none of us had any say
in the fact that we were born here. But the fact remains that those of us who are
descended from the original settlers, convict or otherwise, continue to benefit from
that invasion simply by virtue of the fact that we are not Aboriginal and therefore
free of the legacies of colonial dispossession and paternalistic controls that were
exercised over the original population. Non-Aboriginal Australia continues to celebrate
its ‘nationhood’ in a quite conscious tradition of invasion: the bi-centenary of 1988,
for example, celebrated 200 years of white rule, similarly the centenary of federation,
another non-Aboriginal milestone, is constantly touted as an appropriate moment for
the shift to a republic, a fact which signals our intention to remain wilfully ignorant of
the full implications of that tradition.
It is sometimes observed that Australians are obsessed with discovering or forging
an independent identity. Linda Burney suggests that the ‘real reason’ for this
obsession ‘is that the Aboriginal element of Australian identity has always been left
out’. ‘Real Australia’, she suggests, will only emerge after an honest recognition of
‘what has really happened’.45 Keating had acknowledged this necessity in his Redfern
address. He understood that the national psyche needed to excavate, probe and
come to terms with the sad memories of its childhood. This painful but quite necessary
task has been met with vigorous resistance by our current leaders who are behaving
a bit like bewildered parents challenged by the reproaches and revelations visited
upon them by their adult children. The repressed memories of our past are out once
and for all; they cannot and should not be stuffed back into the recesses of our
common psyche. Regret about the past need not check optimism for the future;
quite the opposite. Recognising and apologising will discharge the ponderous freight
of the history and open the way to a better, though by no means easier, future. An
honest recognition of our status as invaders will enable us to get off the analyst’s
couch once and for all; it will permit us, at last, to move on and build a nation upon
the solid foundations of ‘what really happened’ and the just consequences that would
undoubtedly flow from that recognition. Some might perceive Hanson’s views as,
in a perverse way, a legitimate aspect of that process. One could argue, that she
has brought latent Australian racism to the surface and thereby made it easier to
deal with. I am more inclined to the view that she is a catalyst of a regression to
counterproductive anger and denial.
In the Singer case, Jenny Teichman made an important distinction between ‘free
expression, which is a basic right’ and the ‘special right or privilege ... of regular
access to public platforms’ which accompanies ‘certain jobs and professions’ and
which could not therefore be universalised. 46 Depriving Singer access to a special
platform from which to speak did not constitute an infringement of any of his basic
rights. Similarly, sequestered and protected parliamentarians should appreciate that
they speak from an exceptionally privileged position which carries with it a strict
obligation to speak at all times with consideration.
Parliamentarians enjoy almost complete freedom of speech according to the
rationale that the ‘necessity of freedom of speech outweighs any countervailing
danger of misuse’. Parliamentarians may not be called to account in any other legal
forum for statements made in parliamentary proceedings and misuses of parliamentary
privilege are expected to be handled by parliament itself.47 Even speech that is
‘inspired by improper motives or untrue or misleading’ is a matter to be resolved
‘entirely within the jurisdiction of the House’. This arrangement embodies a
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recognition that when weighting the importance of several competing rights, in this
case, ‘the right to freedom of speech, the right to allow parliaments to act uninhibited
and the right to conduct trials with all the evidence available to the court’ the ‘right
of parliament to act uninhibited’ is trumps.48 And it is entirely proper for a
representative democracy to affirm the sovereignty of its parliament. But how do
we deal with a case like Hanson’s speech which appears to be an abuse of parliamentary
privilege but which commits no technical breach of standing orders? What right does
the electorate have to call her to account?
When Hanson speaks in parliament and exercises her ‘special’ and particular
privilege to speak with impunity she should be made aware that such a privilege
carries with it enormous responsibilities. Freedom of speech implies an equal access
to that speech but parliamentary speech is utterly one sided. 49 Private citizens
cannot raise matters of privilege themselves but may seek to persuade a member to
do so on their behalf. And it wasn’t until the parliamentary Privileges Act of 1987
that contempt by defamation of parliament was abolished. 50 But a parliamentarian
can say whatever s/he likes about indigenous Australians within the refuge of the
parliament and yet those whose reputations are directly harmed by that speech
have no right in law to seek redress.
In On Representative Government Mill provides a lengthy excursus on the
distinction originally made by Edmund Burke between different styles of parliamentary
representation, that is between the delegate and the trustee style.51 Mill had particular
objections to the notion of the delegate parliamentarian related to his abiding fear of
the tyranny of the majority and the suffocating effect of popular opinion or ‘common
sense’ notions upon progress and the general well being of the society. ‘[T]he
delegation theory of representation’ he wrote, ‘seems to me false, and its practical
operation hurtful ... no words can exaggerate the importance in principle of leaving
an unfettered discretion to the representative: for it would then be the only chance,
under universal suffrage, for any other opinions than those of the majority to be
heard in parliament’. It is incumbent on the electorate, says Mill:
to be unremitting in their search for a representative of such calibre as to be entrusted
with full power of obeying the dictates of his own judgment; that they should consider it a duty which they owe to their fellow countrymen, to do their utmost towards
placing men of this quality in the Legislature; and that it is of much greater importance
to themselves to be represented by such a man, than by one who professes agreement in a greater number of their opinions.52

Regarding speech in general, to Mill’s mind the ‘gravest’ sin of a speaker is ‘to
argue sophistically, to suppress facts or arguments, to misstate the elements of the
case, or misrepresent the opposite opinion’. The ‘greatest mischief’ of sophistic
purveyors of ‘received opinion’ is to direct it against ‘the comparatively defenceless’
(ie dissenters). The ‘calumny’ of stigmatising ‘those who hold any unpopular opinion’
arises from the fact that those who hold unpopular opinions are ‘in general few and
uninfluential, and nobody but themselves feels much interested in seeing justice
done them; but this weapon is, from the nature of the case, denied to those who
attack a prevailing opinion’. The worst effect of ‘unmeasured vituperation employed
on the side of the prevailing opinion’ is that it stifles sensible debate. Though Mill
discourages legal sanctions to control intemperate speech, he enjoins the public to
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condemn anyone ‘whose mode of advocacy’ is characterised by ‘malignity, bigotry
... intolerance or ... want of candour’. By contrast Mill is generous in his praise for
the orator who abstains from the use of ‘vituperative language’, exercises ‘cautious
avoidance of unnecessary offence’ and ‘who has calmness to see and honesty to
state what his opponents and their opinions really are’.53
I have mentioned that Mill abhorred the ‘tyranny of the majority’ and the enervating
effect of ‘received opinion’. It is well known that Pauline Hanson has made a
virtue of the fact that her views are a product of ‘common sense’, her personal
‘experience as a mother of four children’ and as ‘a businesswoman running a fish
and chip shop’. It is also widely accepted that Ms Hanson was elected to parliament
on the strength of her views on the race issue. Since the citizens of Oxley apparently
share her views, presumably this means that they are entitled to have these views
aired in the federal parliament. And from what she has said on record, in terms of
Edmund Burke’s famous distinction between the delegate and the trustee, Ms Hanson
classes herself as an example of the former variety. She has explicitly identified
herself as a delegate with a mandate from the constituency of the people of Ipswich. 54
Normally, when the right to speak freely collides with the rights of others to
protect their reputation, the defamed person has a right to seek financial compensation
for any damage caused to their reputation by the public speaker. 55 But when Hanson
speaks in parliament she not only defames Aborigines who have no legal redress,
she also impugns the reputation of all Australians in the eyes of the world. Ms
Hanson does not speak as a private citizen; she speaks as a representative of the
Australian people, so naturally her words are taken to be representative by those
too far removed from Australian politics to be aware of its subtleties. The fact that
our prime minister did not respond swiftly to the provocative speech of Ms Hanson
possibly underlined his tacit acquiescence to it. As one reader wrote to the Sydney
Morning Herald: ‘Howard has spoken out at last, but is it too little and too late?
The debate is, of course, not about free speech. If Howard was truly, vehemently
opposed to the Hanson-type views he should exercise his own right to freedom of
speech and come out thumping the table, if that’s what he truly believes’.56 This
perception of our leadership was reiterated in the foreign press,57 a perception we
might have avoided had Hanson opted to comport herself as a trustee rather than a
delegate.
For Mill, the main problem with the delegate approach to representation is that
sometimes the majority opinion is wrong, ill-considered or unjust. That is why he
insists so strongly that the electorate is duty bound to actively seek out representatives
who are disciplined, informed, and of the highest ethical calibre.
If the majority of Australians shared Hanson’s views, would it still be proper for
her to prosecute them so vigorously? Is democracy simply about the decisions we
make on our cantakerous days? Pauline Hanson is, no doubt, a hard working, single
mother who must frequently feel frustrated by the sometimes grinding inefficiency
and apparently incomprehensible rationale of much of governmental practise. The
business of governing is extremely complex, highly professionalised and invariably
opaque to those standing outside it or unfamiliar with its workings. In postindustrialised societies of time-poor specialisers the parliament has a mandate to
operate in our best interests and on our behalf. parliament is, to be sure, the peoples’
house but does this mean that all its activities should be driven by public opinion
polls? The same dilemma confronts us when we consider the duties of courts. How
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far should our courts go in reflecting public opinion? Would a fair, ethical and
workable legal system result from judgements made solely on the basis of opinion
polls?
More immediately, promulgators of racist speech should be aware that we are
obliged by various of our international treaties to avoid giving public vent to speech
which could be interpreted as racist. When the institution of parliamentary privilege
is used as a shield for racist speech we are in breach of our international covenants.58
Though United Nation convenants do stress the importance of free speech they
place even greater emphasis on the importance of protecting individuals from
expressions of ‘racial hatred’. Article 20 (2) of the International Covenant of
Civil and Political Rights, to which Australia is a signatory, states that ‘any advocacy
of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes incitement to discrimination,
hostility or violence shall be prohibited by law’. In addition, signatories to the
International Convention for the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination are bound to declare:
an offence punishable by law all dissemination of ideas based on racial superiority or
hatred, incitement to racial discrimination, as well as acts of violence or incitement to
such acts against any race or group of persons of another colour or ethnic origin.59

The problem with Hansonite speech is that parliamentary privilege provides immunity
from such legal sanctions as these covenants would otherwise demand, therefore it
would be preferable if our leaders in parliament exercised caution in the one domain
where it matters most, taking care to uphold the spirit of such treaties.
Mill did not regard free speech as an absolute right. Though he regarded speech
as normally beneficial and at worst harmless, he did recommend its restriction in
cases which threatened ‘public order or the survival of the state’60 (though it is
doubtful whether Hansonite speech would qualify as this dangerous). And he placed
stricter than usual standards upon the speech of parliamentary representatives. It is
also important to bear in mind that Mill did not advocate freedom of speech as an
end in itself but as a means towards the higher goals of self-cultivation, selfimprovement and general progress. He believed that freedom to speak and think
for ourselves enabled us all ‘to attain the mental stature’ of which we are ‘capable’.61
Mill did not seek for a republic of aimless chatterers but rather one of thoughtful,
candid debaters. There is only ‘one mode’ for acquiring the ‘wisdom’ necessary
for such a community, Mill tells us, and this is by ‘hearing what can be said about it
by persons of every variety of opinion, and studying all modes in which it can be
looked at by every character of mind’. An opinion can only be properly settled on
once a person ‘has sought for objections and difficulties, instead of avoiding them,
and has shut out no light which can be thrown upon the subject from any quarter’.
Such a method should become ‘a steady habit’ in order to avoid what Mill derides as
the ‘fatal tendency of mankind to leave off thinking about a thing’ after it becomes
a truism. Society inevitably stagnates in ‘the deep slumber of ... decided opinion’.62
Mill reminds us of the key role of government in cultivating an electorate of the
character he requires — indeed, he considered it to be the hallmark of any government
worth its salt: ‘the most important point of excellence which any form of government
can possess’, he declared, ‘is to promote the virtue and intelligence of the people
themselves’.63
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What was perhaps most significant about this case was the High Court’s opinion
that freedom of communication was to be understood not as an individual right, but
more properly as a social condition. It was argued by Justices Deane and Toohey
that certain speech acts could be justifiably curtailed by ‘what is reasonably necessary
for the preservation of an ordered society or for the protection or vindication of the
legitimate claims of individuals to live peacefully and with dignity’.64 According to
Justice Brennan, the relevant considerations would include ‘the extent to which the
protection of the other interest itself enhances the ability of the Australian people to
enjoy their democratic rights and privileges’.65
The problem with the liberal insistence on the right to free speech is the assumption
that any act which does not demonstrably cause harm to another person is purely
personal. But since the type of speech necessary to the practise of representative
democracy is, by definition, uttered in a social context, we should never in confidence
assume that its consequences are purely personal nor that harm can be avoided
should the listener take the advocate’s advice and simply avert her/his eyes or close
her/his ears. The other problem with the liberal defence is that it tacitly assumes
that we all have equal access to the right of speech. This, of course, is rarely the
case, particularly where minority groups such as indigenous Australians are concerned.
As Mari Matsuda says, equality is a precondition of truly free speech ‘because the
right of speech is meaningless to people who don’t have equality’.66
Free speechers often call on Mill to defend their views. What they may sometimes
overlook is that Mill did not view speech as an absolute right but made many
qualifications as to its proper use, especially where parliamentarians were concerned.
Though he by no means advocated controls on parliamentary speech, he demanded
that opinions expressed on the special platform of parliament be informed, thoughtful,
and aware of any potential harm to ‘defenceless’ minorities. Unlike many modern
libertarians, Mill was well aware of the conflict that exists between the ideals of
free of speech and the conditions necessary for good representative government
and a just political order. Nations seeking reconciliation with indigenes must be
particularly mindful of what these conditions are and of how best to secure them.
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